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Sensory Processing Abnormalities in Infants 
with Hearing Loss: Implications for Early  

Intervention and a Multidisciplinary Approach
By Vikrant Singh*

INTRODUCTION

Sensory processing disorder is a condition 
in which the brain has difficulty receiving 
and reacting to sensory input. It was once 
known as sensory integration disorder, 
but it is no longer recognised as a separate 
medical diagnosis. Sensory processing 
disorder causes some people to be too 
sensitive to their surroundings. Sounds 
that are common might be uncomfortable 
or overpowering. One sense, such as 
hearing, touch, or taste, may be affected 
by sensory processing disorder. It might 
also have an impact on several senses. 
People might sometimes be too or 
underly receptive to the problems they 
are having. Sensory processing disorder 
has a wide range of symptoms, much like 
many other diseases. The sound of a leaf 
blower outside the window, for example, 
may drive some youngsters to vomit or 
hide beneath the table. When they are 
touched, they may scream. Certain foods’ 
textures may cause them to recoil.

Effects of Sensory Processing Disorder 
(SPD)

SPD has an impact on all elements of 
everyday functioning and well-being, not 
just specific behaviours. One study found 
that one in every 20 children has sensory 
processing symptoms, while another 
found that one in every six children has 
sensory processing symptoms that are 

strong enough to impact daily functions. 
Involvement in daily activities, play 
and playfulness, social skills and social 
participation, learning, language and 
speech development, and general mental 
wellbeing, including self-confidence and 
self-esteem, are all issues for children with 
SPD. 

When a kid has SPD, not only are their 
daily actions disrupted, but their speech 
and language development might also be 
hampered. Speech and language deficits are 
frequently diagnosed in children with SPD. 
Multiple studies have found a link between 
children’s language, speech output, and 
physical skills. Many children with specific 
linguistic disability have been diagnosed 
with developmental coordination issue, 
for example. Furthermore, in children 
with language difficulties, an underlying 
weakness in temporal processing may 
influence both phonological speech 
production and motor production skills.

Sensory Processing in Hearing Impaired 
Children

Even children with modest or unilateral 
hearing loss were found to have a significant 
percentage of secondary diseases such as 
SPDs and learning impairments. Different 
studies have shown that children with 
HI have impaired vestibular function, 
as seen by many teachers and parents 
reporting indicators of poor coordination, 

clumsiness, and balance problems. 
Vestibular abnormalities have been 
observed to be worsened in 23–100% of 
instances after cochlear implant surgery. 
Reduced vestibular function in children 
with HI, particularly those who use CIs, 
is thought to affect gaze stability, which is 
important for learning to read as well as 
maintaining standing and walking balance.

Vestibular deficiencies can impede visual 
processing and spatial integration in 
children with HI, in addition to significantly 
impacting motor development and 
balance. Deafness was linked to worse 
results in visual perception and visual 
praxis tests, as well as sustained attention. 
In visual-spatial processing, memory, and 
executive functioning, deaf children were 
found to differ from children with normal 
hearing.

A small number of studies looked into 
the connection between HI and SPD. 
Bharadwaj, Daniel, and Matzke concluded 
that children with CIs can have SPD after 
using the SP in their research. Atypical 
behaviours in children identified as at risk 
and different were most common in the 
auditory and vestibular domains (40% of 
the sample), followed by oral and tactile 
(around 25% of the sample), and least 
common in the visual processing domain 
(10% of the sample).

Department of Pharmacy, GD Goenka University, India
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By Elizabeth Mills*

INTRODUCTION

Patients with severe to profound hearing 
loss, often affecting higher frequencies, can 
benefit greatly from cochlear implantation 
technology, which bypasses destroyed 
hair cells and stimulates the spiral 
ganglion through implanted electrodes, 
allowing them to regain sound perception. 
Electro-acoustic stimulation for patients 
with residual low-frequency hearing has 
been the focus of future research thanks 
to technological developments. Speech 
perception and music appreciation can 
be dramatically improved utilising a 
combination of cochlear implants for 
medium- and high-frequency hearing and 
acoustic stimulation to take advantage 
of residual low-frequency hearing, with 
outcomes significantly superior to using 
cochlear implants alone.

To get the most out of EAS, you need to 
keep your residual low-frequency hearing. 
However, low-frequency residual hearing is 
frequently lost after cochlear implantation 
in practical practise. After cochlear 
implantation, 75 percent of patients had 
delayed low-frequency hearing loss, and 

10% had total low-frequency hearing loss, 
according to a multicenter study done 
by the FDA. Nearly a third of EAS users 
suffered residual hearing loss that was 
delayed, progressive, or varying weeks to 
months following surgery. Researchers 
are interested in identifying factors that 
affect low-frequency residual hearing after 
cochlear implantation since the processes 
of low-frequency residual hearing loss 
after cochlear implantation are unknown.

After cochlear implantation, low-frequency 
residual hearing loss is linked to surgery-
related damage, but the exact mechanism 
is uncertain. Fibrosis caused by electrode-
insertion trauma (EIT), stimulation, or new 
bone formation resulting in changes in 
cochlear mechanical sound transmission; 
post-EIT inflammation or immunogenicity; 
delayed intrastriatal microvascular injury; 
or chronic electrical stimulation injury, 
according to recent studies. However, the 
subject remains divisive.

Chronic inflammation caused by EIT can 
result in extracellular matrix hyperplasia 
and fibrosis, as well as fibrocyte 
proliferation, resulting in low-frequency 

hearing loss. Quesnel and Scheperle et 
al. discovered that low-frequency hearing 
loss may be linked to an increase in 
impedance and a decrease in acoustic 
energy delivered to the apical turn caused 
by fibrosis in the scala tympani by studying 
temporal bone tissue slices from patients 
with cochlear implants. They did point 
out, however, that not all low-frequency 
hearing loss is caused by this issue.

The stria vascularis and the blood-
labyrinth barrier (BLB) are critical for 
maintaining endocochlear homeostasis, 
which includes EP, endolymph production, 
and K+ secretion and circulation. EIT can 
produce inflammation and damage to 
the stria vascularis in the lateral cochlear 
wall, impairing auditory function. Tanaka 
discovered in a 2014 study that cochlear 
implantation can cause a decrease in 
vascular density in the stria vascularis, 
which can contribute to high-frequency 
hearing loss. However, there is no 
experimental evidence to back up the 
idea that stria vascularis and BLB injury is 
linked to low-frequency residual hearing 
loss.

nurshing@emedicinejournals.org
Editorial Office, Canadian Hearing Report, United Kingdom

The Significance of Inflammatory Responses in
Low-Frequency Residual Hearing Following

Cochlear Implantation: Molecular Mechanisms
and Functions
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Principles of Cochlear Toxicity
By Elizabeth Mills*

INTRODUCTION

The inner ear is a complicated system of 
fluid-filled cavities and epithelia of various 
kinds. Hair cells are the main receptors 
for hearing sensor transduction. In a 
great number of original publications and 
handbooks, the typical morphology of 
the cochlea has been documented. The 
inner ear can be damaged by a variety of 
ototraumatic agents, both endogenous and 
external. The property of being poisonous 
to or having a detrimental impact on the 
eighth nerve or the hearing and/or balance 
organs is referred to as ototoxicity. The 
growing usage of powerful diuretics like 
ethacrynic acid, furosemide, and others 
has brought undesired toxic side effects on 
the inner ear structures to the forefront. 
Furthermore, new investigations have 
expressed worry about environmental 
contaminants that might damage the 
inner ear after prolonged contact. Various 
classes of ototoxic chemicals have 
different sites and modes of action on the 

labyrinthine organs, but they all induce 
hearing and balance impairment, or both, 
in the ultimate stage of toxic action.

It is often possible to establish the major 
or favoured primary site of toxic harm in 
both clinical and experimental settings, i.e. 
to distinguish damages in the peripheral 
end organs from those in the central 
nervous system’s auditory or vestibular 
neuronal pathways. The current review 
study focuses on the concepts that lead to 
toxic damage to the cochlea. The majority 
of the attention has been focused on 
morphology.

Techniques in the Study of Cochlear 
Pathology

During the clinical course in humans, the 
underlying connection between cochlear 
morphology and signs and symptoms of 
hearing loss is unclear. Only at autopsy 
can structural abnormalities of inner 
ear illness or trauma be determined, 
and they constitute the ultimate step of 

morphological changes in each instance. 
Additional inner ear harmful variables, 
such as acoustic trauma, ageing, and so on, 
can be added to previously drug-induced 
labyrinth damage. The preservation of 
the human temporal bone also poses 
significant technological challenges.

It is feasible to analyse and track the 
sequential events involved in toxic 
damage or other forms of trauma under 
experimental settings (without the effect 
of other variables). With reference to 
morphological characteristics, four basic 
factors should be considered when 
evaluating inner ear toxicity. The location 
of the damage (primary), qualitative 
alterations in cells and tissues Secondary 
degenerative events, and quantitative 
alterations in cells and tissues. The main 
source of toxic harm will be described 
further down “Cochlear principles 
“Pharmacokinetics of ototoxic drugs” 
and “pathology - morphological damage” 
constituents “.

nurshing@emedicinejournals.org
Editorial Office, Canadian Hearing Report, United Kingdom
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By Elizabeth Mills*

INTRODUCTION

Within the booming field of hearing 
therapies, the translational potential of 
gene therapy in the inner ear is gaining 
traction. This is based on preclinical model 
accomplishments that used controlled 
gene expression alteration to study 
the developmental and physiological 
processes of hearing and balance at the 
molecular level. Ballistics, lipofectamine-
based transduction, and replication-
deficient viral-vector-based methods are 
all employed to generate recombinant 
proteins. Gene expression is very varied, 
and is influenced to some extent by 
promoters that bias recombinant protein 
translation to subsets of the inner ear’s 
highly differentiated cell types.

 In the case of viral vectors, choosing 
between different viral capsid serotypes 
has a significant impact on cell tropism; 
for example, using AAV1 enabled inner 
hair cellspecific expression of vesicular 
glutamate transporter-3 to restore hearing 
in VGLUT3 null mice, whereas using the 
Anc80L65 serotype allows transfection 
of outer hair cells as well as inner hair 
cells. The Ad28 adenovirus serotype has 

been demonstrated to specifically enable 
expression in supporting cells in the 
vestibular system. Electroporation is a 
new method for delivering genes to the 
inner ear that has previously been limited 
to in vitro tissue culture studies and in 
utero gene transfer.

Plate electrodes are typically placed 
across the target tissue, and a brief train 
of voltage pulses is used to drive plasmid 
DNA incorporating various expression 
cassettes into inner ear cells via 
conventional ‘open-field’ electroporation, 
such as transfecting organ of Corti hair 
cells and supporting cells. Close-field 
electroporation, in which the electrodes 
are in a continuous array, is proving highly 
successful both in situ and in vivo for 
directing naked DNA to targets within 
the cochlea.

Industry investment in hearing gene 
therapy will be focused on reversal of 
monogenic diseases that cause significant 
loss of Hearing (and/or balance) 
restoration, as well as the treatment of 
acquired sensorineural hearing loss A 
good example is the A consortium has 
funded the first clinical trial of hearing 

gene therapy. Novartis Pharmaceuticals 
(2019) is sponsoring this event, which is 
aimed at hearing loss that is moderate to 
severe can be restored.

This method can cause re-growth of spiral 
ganglion peripheral neurites towards 
the mesenchymla cells, and thus into 
close proximity with cochlear implant 
electrodes within the scala tympani, in a 
deafened guinea pig model. This was linked 
to improved functionality of the cochlear 
implant neural interface. The compression 
of the electric field in closeness to the 
ganged cochlear implant electrodes is 
the basis for close-field electroporation’s 
efficiency.

The effects of cochlear neurotrophin 
therapy on cochlear implant performance 
have been studied extensively in deafened 
animal models. Spiral ganglion neuron 
rescue by neurotrophin delivery has 
been studied in terms of electrically 
evoked auditory brainstem response 
(eABR) thresholds and input/output 
functions, notwithstanding the difficulty 
of determining the extent of peripheral 
neurite regrowth.

nurshing@emedicinejournals.org
Editorial Office, Canadian Hearing Report, United Kingdom

Electrotransfer of Neurotrophin Genes to
Improve Cochlear Implant Hearing Outcomes
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By Elizabeth Mills*

INTRODUCTION

Hearing loss (HL) is the third most 
common chronic health problem among 
older adults, making it the third most 
common chronic health issue in this age 
group. In addition to causing significant 
illness burden and lowering quality of 
life, a growing body of evidence suggests 
that HL is linked to unipolar depression, 
particularly in older persons. This review 
summarises research on the link between 
HL and depression, as well as clinical 
implications for assessing and treating 
comorbid depression and HL. Although 
estimates of the prevalence of comorbid 
depression in HL vary, up to 1 in 5 
people with HL have clinically meaningful 
depression symptoms. Hearing loss (HL) is 
frequent in older persons, with one-third 
of those over the age of 65 experiencing 
it. HL is the third most common chronic 
health condition in older adults, and its 
prevalence continues to rise with age. 
Age-related HL is caused by pathologic 
changes that occur with ageing, such as the 
loss of hair cells at the basilar membrane, 
which results in a loss of high-frequency 

hearing. In older persons, HL causes 
greater disability, an increased risk of 
incident morbidity, frailty, and a decrease 
in self-rated health. As a result, HL among 
the elderly imposes a significant illness 
burden. HL is linked to poor psychological 
well-being, including the existence of 
concurrent unipolar depression, and is 
associated with lower levels of happiness 
and self-efficacy, reduced interpersonal 
functioning, and lower emotional vigour. 
As a result, HL has a major impact on 
quality of life in older persons. 

Although the intensity of the association 
varies between studies, both cross-
sectional and longitudinal studies show 
that HL is linked to greater unipolar 
depression symptoms. This heterogeneity 
is likely due to a variety of methodological 
differences, such as inclusion age, HL 
severity, and depression assessment. 
Overall, the evidence strongly suggests a 
link between HL and clinically meaningful 
depression symptoms. The connection 
to the diagnosis of major depression 
disorder is less obvious and understudied. 

In older adults, HL is linked to a variety 
of negative mental health outcomes, 
including anxiety and suicide ideation, as 
well as lower cognitive performance. As a 
result, assessing and treating concomitant 
depression in HL is important for 
promoting mental health in older persons. 
There is currently little evidence about the 
best way to manage depression in people 
with HL. According to preliminary research, 
audiological rehabilitation, which includes 
the use of hearing aids and community-
based hearing programmes, can enhance 
mental health. This demographic might 
benefit from psychological psychotherapy 
that improves communication skills and 
addresses coping methods. Furthermore, 
evidence suggests that online interventions 
are practical and may help to overcome 
communication barriers in HL therapy. 
Due to a lack of help-seeking in this 
population, a greater emphasis on precise 
and targeted assessment and treatment 
is likely to be required to guarantee that 
older persons with HL have a lower 
mental health burden.

nurshing@emedicinejournals.org
Editorial Office, Canadian Hearing Report, United Kingdom

Current Thoughts on Depression in Older
Individuals with Hearing Loss
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